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Subject:   Deficiency information.

Summary: 1/11/05 I reviewed the facsimile from Mathew Swan of Purdue Pharma.  The
information answered my questions except for the sealed source model designation for the
Cesium-137 sealed source in Item 7.J.  The number given (i.e., 559-162-3) did not match
any number given by Isotope Products Laboratory for any of their sealed sources.

1/11/05 I contacted a representative of Isotope Product Laboratories about the number.  He
stated that it was the serial number of a sealed source.  The number indicated the Volume
number, page number and line number the sealed source information was transcribed on.  It
would take a day or two to retrieve the information from archives and he agreed to get back
in touch with me.

11/13/05 A representative of Isotope Products Laboratories left a message on my voice-
mail.  He stated that the model number of the sealed source was RV-137-200U.

11/14/05 10:00 Mr. Swan called to request information on the progress of the amendment.  I
informed him that I would be able to process the amendment and give it to the licensing
assistants for processing today.  I also informed him of the proper designation for the sealed
source.  Mr. Swan asked if the researchers could start moving the licensed material to the
new quarters Monday or Tuesday of next week.  I stated that I would have to have the action
faxed to them prior to any movement of material.  Mr. Swan stated that no licensed material
would be moved until such time as they received the license amendment.
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